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Small-signal stability, control and dynamic performance of power systems University of Adelaide Press A thorough and
exhaustive presentation of theoretical analysis and practical techniques for the small-signal analysis and control of large modern
electric power systems as well as an assessment of their stability and damping performance. Microgrid Architectures, Control and
Protection Methods Springer This book presents intuitive explanations of the principles of microgrids, including their structure and
operation and their applications. It also discusses the latest research on microgrid control and protection technologies and the
essentials of microgrids as well as enhanced communication systems. The book provides solutions to microgrid operation and
planning issues using various methodologies including planning and modelling; AC and DC hybrid microgrids; energy storage systems
in microgrids; and optimal microgrid operational planning. Written by specialists, it is ﬁlled in innovative solutions and research related
to microgrid operation, making it a valuable resource for those interested in developing updated approaches in electric power
analysis, design and operational strategies. Thanks to its in-depth explanations and clear, three-part structure, it is useful for electrical
engineering students, researchers and technicians. Mechanisms and Robots Analysis with MATLAB® Springer Science &
Business Media Modern technical advancements in areas such as robotics, multi-body systems, spacecraft, control, and design of
complex mechanical devices and mechanisms in industry require the knowledge to solve advanced concepts in dynamics.
“Mechanisms and Robots Analysis with MATLAB” provides a thorough, rigorous presentation of kinematics and dynamics. The book
uses MATLAB as a tool to solve problems from the ﬁeld of mechanisms and robots. The book discusses the tools for formulating the
mathematical equations, and also the methods of solving them using a modern computing tool like MATLAB. An emphasis is placed on
basic concepts, derivations, and interpretations of the general principles. The book is of great beneﬁt to senior undergraduate and
graduate students interested in the classical principles of mechanisms and robotics systems. Each chapter introduction is followed by
a careful step-by-step presentation, and sample problems are provided at the end of every chapter. Mathematical Models of
Cancer and Diﬀerent Therapies Uniﬁed Framework Springer Nature This book provides a uniﬁed framework for various currently
available mathematical models that are used to analyze progression and regression in cancer development, and to predict its
dynamics with respect to therapeutic interventions. Accurate and reliable model representations of cancer dynamics are milestones in
the ﬁeld of cancer research. Mathematical modeling approaches are becoming increasingly common in cancer research, as these
quantitative approaches can help to validate hypotheses concerning cancer dynamics and thus elucidate the complexly interlaced
mechanisms involved. Even though the related conceptual and technical information is growing at an exponential rate, the application
of said information and realization of useful healthcare devices are lagging behind. In order to remedy this discrepancy, more
interdisciplinary research works and course curricula need to be introduced in academic, industrial, and clinical organizations alike. To
that end, this book reformulates most of the existing mathematical models as special cases of a general model, allowing readers to
easily get an overall idea of cancer dynamics and its modeling. Moreover, the book will help bridge the gap between biologists and
engineers, as it brings together cancer dynamics, the main steps involved in mathematical modeling, and control strategies developed
for cancer management. This also allows readers in both medical and engineering ﬁelds to compare and contrast all the therapybased models developed to date using a single source, and to identify unexplored research directions. On-Chip Power Delivery and
Management Springer This book describes methods for distributing power in high speed, high complexity integrated circuits with
power levels exceeding many tens of watts and power supplies below a volt. It provides a broad and cohesive treatment of power
delivery and management systems and related design problems, including both circuit network models and design techniques for onchip decoupling capacitors, providing insight and intuition into the behavior and design of on-chip power distribution systems.
Organized into subareas to provide a more intuitive ﬂow to the reader, this fourth edition adds more than a hundred pages of new
content, including inductance models for interdigitated structures, design strategies for multi-layer power grids, advanced methods for
eﬃcient power grid design and analysis, and methodologies for simultaneously placing on-chip multiple power supplies and
decoupling capacitors. The emphasis of this additional material is on managing the complexity of on-chip power distribution networks.
NEIS Conference 2016 Nachhaltige Energieversorgung und Integration von Speichern Springer-Verlag Der Konferenzband
gibt die Beiträge der Tagung von 2016 mit dem Schwerpunkt Netzintegration von erneuerbaren Energie wieder. Alle Beiträge
enthalten eine englische und deutsche Zusammenfassung. Proceedings of the International Conference on Paradigms of
Computing, Communication and Data Sciences PCCDS 2020 Springer Nature This book presents best selected papers presented
at the International Conference on Paradigms of Computing, Communication and Data Sciences (PCCDS 2020), organized by National
Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra, India, during 1–3 May 2020. It discusses high-quality and cutting-edge research in the areas of
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advanced computing, communications and data science techniques. The book is a collection of latest research articles in computation
algorithm, communication and data sciences, intertwined with each other for eﬃciency. Power System Small Signal Stability
Analysis and Control Academic Press Power System Small Signal Stability Analysis and Control, Second Edition analyzes severe
outages due to the sustained growth of small signal oscillations in modern interconnected power systems. This fully revised edition
addresses the continued expansion of power systems and the rapid upgrade to smart grid technologies that call for the
implementation of robust and optimal controls. With a new chapter on MATLAB programs, this book describes how the application of
power system damping controllers such as Power System Stabilizers and Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System controllersnamely Static Var Compensator and Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator -can guard against system disruptions. Detailed
mathematical derivations, illustrated case studies, the application of soft computation techniques, designs of robust controllers, and
end-of-chapter exercises make it a useful resource to researchers, practicing engineers, and post-graduates in electrical engineering.
Considers power system small signal stability and provides various techniques to mitigate it Oﬀers a new and straightforward method
of ﬁnding the optimal location of PSS in a multi-machine power system Includes MATLAB programs and simulations for practical
applications Advances in Data Science, Cyber Security and IT Applications First International Conference on Computing,
ICC 2019, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, December 10–12, 2019, Proceedings, Part I Springer Nature This book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on Intelligent Cloud Computing, ICC 2019, held in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, in
December 2019. The two-volume set presents 53 full papers, which were carefully reviewed and selected from 174 submissions. The
papers are organized in topical sections on Cyber Security; Data Science; Information Technology and Applications; Network and IoT.
Power Electronics and Renewable Energy Systems Proceedings of ICPERES 2014 Springer The book is a collection of highquality peer-reviewed research papers presented in the Proceedings of International Conference on Power Electronics and Renewable
Energy Systems (ICPERES 2014) held at Rajalakshmi Engineering College, Chennai, India. These research papers provide the latest
developments in the broad area of Power Electronics and Renewable Energy. The book discusses wide variety of industrial,
engineering and scientiﬁc applications of the emerging techniques. It presents invited papers from the inventors/originators of new
applications and advanced technologies. Electric Energy Systems Analysis and Operation CRC Press Electric Energy Systems,
Second Edition provides an analysis of electric generation and transmission systems that addresses diverse regulatory issues. It
includes fundamental background topics, such as load ﬂow, short circuit analysis, and economic dispatch, as well as advanced topics,
such as harmonic load ﬂow, state estimation, voltage and frequency control, electromagnetic transients, etc. The new edition features
updated material throughout the text and new sections throughout the chapters. It covers current issues in the industry, including
renewable generation with associated control and scheduling problems, HVDC transmission, and use of synchrophasors (PMUs). The
text explores more sophisticated protections and the new roles of demand, side management, etc. Written by internationally
recognized specialists, the text contains a wide range of worked out examples along with numerous exercises and solutions to
enhance understanding of the material. Features Integrates technical and economic analyses of electric energy systems. Covers HVDC
transmission. Addresses renewable generation and the associated control and scheduling problems. Analyzes electricity markets,
electromagnetic transients, and harmonic load ﬂow. Features new sections and updated material throughout the text. Includes
examples and solved problems. Energy Storage in Power Systems John Wiley & Sons Over the last century, energy storage
systems (ESSs) have continued to evolve and adapt to changing energy requirements and technological advances. Energy Storage in
Power Systems describes the essential principles needed to understand the role of ESSs in modern electrical power systems,
highlighting their application for the grid integration of renewable-based generation. Key features: Deﬁnes the basis of electrical
power systems, characterized by a high and increasing penetration of renewable-based generation. Describes the fundamentals, main
characteristics and components of energy storage technologies, with an emphasis on electrical energy storage types. Contains real
examples depicting the application of energy storage systems in the power system. Features case studies with and without solutions
on modelling, simulation and optimization techniques. Although primarily targeted at researchers and senior graduate students,
Energy Storage in Power Systems is also highly useful to scientists and engineers wanting to gain an introduction to the ﬁeld of energy
storage and more speciﬁcally its application to modern power systems. Information and Communication Technology for
Intelligent Systems Proceedings of ICTIS 2020, Volume 2 Springer Nature This book gathers papers addressing state-of-the-art
research in all areas of information and communication technologies and their applications in intelligent computing, cloud storage,
data mining and software analysis. It presents the outcomes of the Fourth International Conference on Information and
Communication Technology for Intelligent Systems, which was held in Ahmedabad, India. Divided into two volumes, the book
discusses the fundamentals of various data analysis techniques and algorithms, making it a valuable resource for researchers and
practitioners alike. Power System Analysis: Operation And Control 3Rd Ed. PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd. This comprehensive book is
designed both for postgraduate students in power systems/energy systems engineering and a one-year course for senior
undergraduate students of electrical engineering pursuing courses on power systems. The text gives a systematic exposition of topics
such as modelling of power system components, load ﬂow, automatic load frequency control, economic operation, voltage control and
stability, study of faulted power systems, and optimal power ﬂow. Besides giving a detailed discussion on the basic principles and
practices, the text provides computer-based examples to illustrate the topics discussed. What makes the text unique is that it deals
with the practice of computer for power system operation and control. This book also brings together the diverse aspects of power
system operation and control and is a practical hands-on guide to theoretical developments and to the application of advanced
methods in solving operational and control problems of electric power systems. The book should therefore be of immense beneﬁt to
the industry professionals and researchers as well. Bangladesh II: Climate Change Impacts, Mitigation and Adaptation in
Developing Countries Springer Nature This volume aims to develop a framework for disaster and climate risk resilient livelihood
system in Bangladesh using a policy oriented approach. It highlights the possible impacts of climate change on groundwater based
irrigation in the country. Climate change is one of biggest challenges to society. It can lead to serious impacts on production, life and
environment on a global scale. Higher temperatures and sea level rise will cause ﬂooding and water salinity problems which will bring
about negative eﬀects on agriculture and high risks to industry and socio-economic systems in the future. Climate change will lead to
many changes in global development and security especially energy, water, food, society, job, diplomacy, culture, economy and trade.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) deﬁnes climate change as: “Any change in climate over time, whether due to
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natural variability or as a result of human activity.” Global climate change has emerged as a key issue in both political and economic
arenas. It is an increasingly questioned phenomenon, and progressive national governments around the world have started taking
action to respond to these environmental concerns. Sustainability in Energy and Buildings Proceedings of the International
Conference in Sustainability in Energy and Buildings (SEB’09) Springer Science & Business Media This volume represents the
proceedings of the First International Conference on S- tainability in Energy and Buildings, SEB’09, held in the City of Brighton and
Hove in the United Kingdom, organised by KES International with the assistance of the World Renewable Energy Congress / Network,
and hosted by the University of Brighton. KES International is a knowledge transfer organisation providing high-quality c- ference
events and publishing opportunities for researchers. The KES association is a community consisting of several thousand research
scientists and engineers who p- ticipate in KES activities. For over a decade KES has been a leader in the area of Knowledge Based
and Intelligent information and Engineering Systems. Now KES is starting to make a contribution in the area of Sustainability and
Renewable Energy with this ﬁrst conference speciﬁcally on renewable energy and its application to - mestic and other buildings.
Sustainability in energy and buildings is a topic of - creasing interest and importance on the world agenda. We therefore hope and
intend that this ﬁrst SEB event may grow and evolve into a conference series. KES International is a member of the World Renewable
Energy Congress / N- work which is Chaired by Professor Ali Sayigh. We are grateful to Professor Sayigh for the collaboration and
assistance of WREC/N in the organisation of SEB’09. We hope to continue to work with WREC/N in the future on projects of common
interest. Electronic Systems and Intelligent Computing Proceedings of ESIC 2020 Springer Nature This book presents
selected, high-quality research papers from the International Conference on Electronic Systems and Intelligent Computing (ESIC
2020), held at NIT Yupia, Arunachal Pradesh, India, on 2 – 4 March 2020. Discussing the latest challenges and solutions in the ﬁeld of
smart computing, cyber-physical systems and intelligent technologies, it includes papers based on original theoretical, practical and
experimental simulations, developments, applications, measurements, and testing. The applications and solutions featured provide
valuable reference material for future product development. Wide Area Power Systems Stability, Protection, and Security
Springer This book proposes new control and protection schemes to improve the overall stability and security of future wide-area
power systems. It focuses on the high penetration levels of renewable energy sources and distributed generation, particularly with the
trend towards smart grids. The control methods discussed can improve the overall stability in normal and abnormal operation
conditions, while the protection methods presented can be used to ensure the secure operation of systems under most severe
contingencies. Presenting stability, security, and protection methods for power systems in one concise volume, this book takes the
reader on a journey from concepts and fundamentals to the latest and future trends in each topic covered, making it an informative
and intriguing read for researchers, graduate students, and practitioners alike. Handbook of Power Systems II Springer Science &
Business Media Energy is one of the world`s most challenging problems, and power systems are an important aspect of energy
related issues. This handbook contains state-of-the-art contributions on power systems modeling and optimization. The book is
separated into two volumes with six sections, which cover the most important areas of energy systems. The ﬁrst volume covers the
topics operations planning and expansion planning while the second volume focuses on transmission and distribution modeling,
forecasting in energy, energy auctions and markets, as well as risk management. The contributions are authored by recognized
specialists in their ﬁelds and consist in either state-of-the-art reviews or examinations of state-of-the-art developments. The articles
are not purely theoretical, but instead also discuss speciﬁc applications in power systems. Machine Learning, Advances in
Computing, Renewable Energy and Communication Proceedings of MARC 2020 Springer Nature This book gathers selected
papers presented at International Conference on Machine Learning, Advances in Computing, Renewable Energy and Communication
(MARC 2020), held in Krishna Engineering College, Ghaziabad, India, during December 17–18, 2020. This book discusses key concepts,
challenges, and potential solutions in connection with established and emerging topics in advanced computing, renewable energy,
and network communications. Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Evolutionary Computations in Engineering Systems Springer Nature
This book gathers selected papers presented at the 4th International Conference on Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Evolutionary
Computations in Engineering Systems, held at the SRM Institute of Science and Technology, Kattankulathur, Chennai, India, from 11 to
13 April 2019. It covers advances and recent developments in various computational intelligence techniques, with an emphasis on the
design of communication systems. In addition, it shares valuable insights into advanced computational methodologies such as neural
networks, fuzzy systems, evolutionary algorithms, hybrid intelligent systems, uncertain reasoning techniques, and other machine
learning methods and their application to decision-making and problem-solving in mobile and wireless communication networks.
Tagungsband des 3. Kongresses Montage Handhabung Industrieroboter Springer-Verlag Der MHI e.V. ist ein Netzwerk
leitender Universitätsprofessoren aus dem deutschsprachigen Raum, die sowohl grundlagenorientiert als auch anwendungsnah in der
Montage, Handhabung und Industrierobotik erfolgreich forschend tätig sind. Die Gründung der Gesellschaft erfolgte im Frühjahr 2012.
Der MHI e.V. hat derzeit 20 Mitglieder, die über ihre Institute und Lehrstühle zurzeit ca. 1.000 Wissenschaftler repräsentieren. Die
übergeordnete Zielsetzung des MHI e.V. ist die Förderung der Zusammenarbeit von deutschsprachigen Wissenschaftlerinnen und
Wissenschaftlern untereinander, sowie mit der Industrie im Bereich Montage, Handhabung und Industrierobotik zur Beschleunigung
der Forschung, Optimierung der Lehre und zur Verbesserung der internationalen Wettbewerbsfähigkeit der deutschen Industrie in
diesem Bereich. Das Kolloquium fokussiert auf einen akademischen Austausch auf hohem Niveau, um die gewonnenen
Forschungsergebnisse zu verteilen, synergetische Eﬀekte und Trends zu bestimmen, die Akteure persönlich zu verbinden und das
Forschungsfeld sowie die MHI-Gemeinschaft zu stärken. Computational Collective Intelligence 11th International Conference,
ICCCI 2019, Hendaye, France, September 4–6, 2019, Proceedings, Part II Springer Nature This two-volume set (LNAI 11683
and LNAI 11684) constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Computational Collective Intelligence,
ICCCI 2019, held in Hendaye France, in September 2019.The 117 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 200
submissions. The papers are grouped in topical sections on: computational collective intelligence and natural language processing;
machine learning in real-world data; distributed collective intelligence for smart manufacturing; collective intelligence for science and
technology; intelligent management information systems; intelligent sustainable smart cities; new trends and challenges in education:
the university 4.0; intelligent processing of multimedia in web systems; and big data streaming, applications and security. Electric
Power Distribution Equipment and Systems CRC Press Power distribution and quality remain the key challenges facing the
electric utilities industry. Choosing the right equipment and architecture for a given application means the diﬀerence between success
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and failure. Comprising chapters carefully selected from the best-selling Electric Power Distribution Handbook, Electric Power
Distribution Equipment and Systems provides an economical, sharply focused reference on the technologies and infrastructures that
enable reliable, eﬃcient distribution of power, from traversing vast distances to local power delivery. The book works inward from
broad coverage of overall power systems all the way down to speciﬁc equipment application. It begins by laying a foundation in the
fundamentals of distribution systems, explaining conﬁgurations, substations, loads, and diﬀerences between European and US
systems. It also includes a look at the development of the ﬁeld as well as future problems and challenges to overcome. Building on
this groundwork, the author elaborates on both overhead and underground distribution networks, including the underlying concepts
and practical issues associated with each. Probing deeper into the system, individual chapters explore transformers, voltage
regulation, and capacitor application in detail, from basic principles to operational considerations. With clear explanations and detailed
information, Electric Power Distribution Equipment and Systems gathers critical concepts, technologies, and applications into a single
source that is ideally suited for immediate implementation. Advances in Machine Learning and Computational Intelligence
Proceedings of ICMLCI 2019 Springer Nature This book gathers selected high-quality papers presented at the International
Conference on Machine Learning and Computational Intelligence (ICMLCI-2019), jointly organized by Kunming University of Science
and Technology and the Interscience Research Network, Bhubaneswar, India, from April 6 to 7, 2019. Addressing virtually all aspects
of intelligent systems, soft computing and machine learning, the topics covered include: prediction; data mining; information retrieval;
game playing; robotics; learning methods; pattern visualization; automated knowledge acquisition; fuzzy, stochastic and probabilistic
computing; neural computing; big data; social networks and applications of soft computing in various areas. Text, Speech and
Dialogue 15th International Conference, TSD 2012, Brno, Czech Republic, September 3-7, 2012, Proceedings Springer
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th International Conference on Text, Speech and Dialogue, TSD 2012, held in
Brno, Czech Republic, in September 2012. The 82 papers presented together with 2 invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected
from 173 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on corpora and language resources, speech recognition, tagging,
classiﬁcation and parsing of text and speech, speech and spoken language generation, semantic processing of text and speech,
integrating applications of text and speech processing, machine translation, automatic dialogue systems, multimodal techniques and
modeling. Shape Memory Alloys Modeling and Engineering Applications Springer Science & Business Media This book provides
a working knowledge of the modeling and engineering applications of shape memory alloys (SMAs), beginning with a rigorous
introduction to continuum mechanics and continuum thermodynamics as they relate to the development of SMA modeling.Modern
SMAs can recover from large amounts of bending and deformation, and millions of repetitions within recoverable ranges. SMAs are
used in the medical industry to create stents, in the dental industry to create dental and orthodontic archwires, and in the aerospace
industry to create ﬂuid ﬁttings. The text presents a uniﬁed approach to the constitutive modeling of SMAs, including modeling of
magnetic and high temperature SMAs. Energy and Sustainable Futures Proceedings of 2nd ICESF 2020 Springer Nature This
open access book presents papers displayed in the 2nd International Conference on Energy and Sustainable Futures (ICESF 2020), coorganised by the University of Hertfordshire and the University Alliance DTA in Energy. The research included in this book covers a
wide range of topics in the areas of energy and sustainability including: • ICT and control of energy;• conventional energy sources;•
energy governance;• materials in energy research;• renewable energy; and• energy storage. The book oﬀers a holistic view of topics
related to energy and sustainability, making it of interest to experts in the ﬁeld, from industry and academia. Sustainable
Agriculture Reviews 52 Springer Nature This book presents advanced knowledge and techniques to improve food quality, such as
organic farming, fertilization using waste, reducing arsenic in food, soil restoration, forage production in arid regions and weed control.
Agriculture is actually facing two major challenges, feeding an ever-growing population and providing safe food in the context of
pollution, climate change and the future circular economy. Business Performance Measurement and Management New
Contexts, Themes and Challenges Springer Science & Business Media Measuring and managing the performance of a business is
one of the most genuine desires of management. Balanced scorecard, the performance prism and activity-based management are the
most popular frameworks in this setting. Based on the ﬁndings of R.G. Eccles’ acclaimed "Performance Measurement Manifesto
(1991)" this book introduces new contexts and themes of application and presents emerging research areas related to business
performance measurement and management, e.g. SMEs and sustainability. As a result of the 1st International Summer School Piero
Lunghi on "Perspectives of Business Performance Management" this book is written both for students and academics, as well as for
practitioners looking for new, yet proven ways to measure and manage business performance. Protein'Protein Interactions
Methods and Applications Springer Science & Business Media As the mysteries stored in our DNA have been more completely
revealed, scientists have begun to face the extraordinary challenge of unraveling the int- cate network of protein–protein interactions
established by that DNA fra- work. It is increasingly clear that proteins continuously interact with one another in a highly regulated
fashion to determine cell fate, such as proliferation, diﬀ- entiation, or death. These protein–protein interactions enable and exert strgent control over DNA replication, RNA transcription, protein translation, macromolecular assembly and degradation, and signal
transduction; essentially all cellular functions involve protein–protein interactions. Thus, protein–p- tein interactions are fundamental
for normal physiology in all organisms. Alt- ation of critical protein–protein interactions is thought to be involved in the development of
many diseases, such as neurodegenerative disorders, cancers, and infectious diseases. Therefore, examination of when and how
protein–p- tein interactions occur and how they are controlled is essential for understa- ing diverse biological processes as well as for
elucidating the molecular basis of diseases and identifying potential targets for therapeutic interventions. Over the years, many
innovative biochemical, biophysical, genetic, and computational approaches have been developed to detect and analyze ptein–protein interactions. This multitude of techniques is mandated by the diversity of physical and chemical properties of proteins
and the sensitivity of protein–protein interactions to cellular conditions. Computational Intelligence, Communications, and
Business Analytics Second International Conference, CICBA 2018, Kalyani, India, July 27–28, 2018, Revised Selected
Papers, Part I Springer The two volume set CCIS 1030 and 1031 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International
Conference on Computational Intelligence, Communications, and Business Analytics, CICBA 2018, held in Kalyani, India, in July 2018.
The 76 revised full papers presented in the two volumes were carefully reviewed and selected from 240 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections on computational intelligence; signal processing and communications; microelectronics, sensors, and
intelligent networks; data science & advanced data analytics; intelligent data mining & data warehousing; and computational forensics
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(privacy and security). Power System Dynamics and Stability With Synchrophasor Measurement and Power System
Toolbox John Wiley & Sons Classic power system dynamics text now with phasor measurement and simulation toolbox This new
edition addresses the needs of dynamic modeling and simulation relevant to power system planning, design, and operation, including
a systematic derivation of synchronous machine dynamic models together with speed and voltage control subsystems. Reduced-order
modeling based on integral manifolds is used as a ﬁrm basis for understanding the derivations and limitations of lower-order dynamic
models. Following these developments, multi-machine model interconnected through the transmission network is formulated and
simulated using numerical simulation methods. Energy function methods are discussed for direct evaluation of stability. Small-signal
analysis is used for determining the electromechanical modes and mode-shapes, and for power system stabilizer design. Timesynchronized high-sampling-rate phasor measurement units (PMUs) to monitor power system disturbances have been implemented
throughout North America and many other countries. In this second edition, new chapters on synchrophasor measurement and using
the Power System Toolbox for dynamic simulation have been added. These new materials will reinforce power system dynamic
aspects treated more analytically in the earlier chapters. Key features: Systematic derivation of synchronous machine dynamic
models and simpliﬁcation. Energy function methods with an emphasis on the potential energy boundary surface and the controlling
unstable equilibrium point approaches. Phasor computation and synchrophasor data applications. Book companion website for
instructors featuring solutions and PowerPoint ﬁles. Website for students featuring MATLABTM ﬁles. Power System Dynamics and
Stability, 2nd Edition, with Synchrophasor Measurement and Power System Toolbox combines theoretical as well as practical
information for use as a text for formal instruction or for reference by working engineers. Innovative Mobile and Internet Services
in Ubiquitous Computing Proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Innovative Mobile and Internet Services
in Ubiquitous Computing (IMIS-2018) Springer This book presents the latest research ﬁndings, methods and development
techniques related to Ubiquitous and Pervasive Computing (UPC) as well as challenges and solutions from both theoretical and
practical perspectives with an emphasis on innovative, mobile and internet services. With the proliferation of wireless technologies
and electronic devices, there is a rapidly growing interest in Ubiquitous and Pervasive Computing (UPC). UPC makes it possible to
create a human-oriented computing environment where computer chips are embedded in everyday objects and interact with physical
world. It also allows users to be online even while moving around, providing them with almost permanent access to their preferred
services. Along with a great potential to revolutionize our lives, UPC also poses new research challenges. Microgrid: Operation,
Control, Monitoring and Protection Springer Nature This book discusses various challenges and solutions in the ﬁelds of operation,
control, design, monitoring and protection of microgrids, and facilitates the integration of renewable energy and distribution systems
through localization of generation, storage and consumption. It covers ﬁve major topics relating to microgrid i.e., operation, control,
design, monitoring and protection. The book is primarily intended for electric power and control engineering researchers who are
seeking factual information, but also appeals to professionals from other engineering disciplines wanting an overview of the entire
ﬁeld or speciﬁc information on one aspect of it. Featuring practical case studies and demonstrating diﬀerent root causes of large
power failures, it helps readers develop new concepts for mitigating blackout issues. This book is a comprehensive reference resource
for graduate and postgraduate students, academic researchers, and practicing engineers working in the ﬁelds of power system and
microgrid. Techno-Societal 2020 Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Advanced Technologies for Societal
Applications—Volume 1 Springer Nature This book, divided in two volumes, originates from Techno-Societal 2020: the 3rd
International Conference on Advanced Technologies for Societal Applications, Maharashtra, India, that brings together faculty
members of various engineering colleges to solve Indian regional relevant problems under the guidance of eminent researchers from
various reputed organizations. The focus of this volume is on technologies that help develop and improve society, in particular on
issues such as sensor and ICT based technologies for the betterment of people, Technologies for agriculture and healthcare, micro and
nano technological applications. This conference aims to help innovators to share their best practices or products developed to solve
speciﬁc local problems which in turn may help the other researchers to take inspiration to solve problems in their region. On the other
hand, technologies proposed by expert researchers may ﬁnd applications in diﬀerent regions. This oﬀers a multidisciplinary platform
for researchers from a broad range of disciplines of Science, Engineering and Technology for reporting innovations at diﬀerent levels.
Machine Learning for Predictive Analysis Proceedings of ICTIS 2020 Springer Nature This book gathers papers addressing
state-of-the-art research in the areas of machine learning and predictive analysis, presented virtually at the Fourth International
Conference on Information and Communication Technology for Intelligent Systems (ICTIS 2020), India. It covers topics such as
intelligent agent and multi-agent systems in various domains, machine learning, intelligent information retrieval and business
intelligence, intelligent information system development using design science principles, intelligent web mining and knowledge
discovery systems. Computational Intelligence in Pattern Recognition Proceedings of CIPR 2021 Springer Nature This book
features high-quality research papers presented at the 3rd International Conference on Computational Intelligence in Pattern
Recognition (CIPR 2021), held at the Institute of Engineering and Management, Kolkata, West Bengal, India, on 24 – 25 April 2021. It
includes practical development experiences in various areas of data analysis and pattern recognition, focusing on soft computing
technologies, clustering and classiﬁcation algorithms, rough set and fuzzy set theory, evolutionary computations, neural science and
neural network systems, image processing, combinatorial pattern matching, social network analysis, audio and video data analysis,
data mining in dynamic environments, bioinformatics, hybrid computing, big data analytics and deep learning. It also provides
innovative solutions to the challenges in these areas and discusses recent developments. Advances and Trends in Artiﬁcial
Intelligence. From Theory to Practice 32nd International Conference on Industrial, Engineering and Other Applications
of Applied Intelligent Systems, IEA/AIE 2019, Graz, Austria, July 9–11, 2019, Proceedings Springer This book constitutes the
thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 32nd International Conference on Industrial, Engineering and Other Applications of Applied
Intelligent Systems, IEA/AIE 2019, held in Graz, Austria, in July 2019. The 41 full papers and 32 short papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 151 submissions. The IEA/AIE 2019 conference will continue the tradition of emphasizing on applications
of applied intelligent systems to solve real-life problems in all areas. These areas include engineering, science, industry, automation
and robotics, business and ﬁnance, medicine and biomedicine, bioinformatics, cyberspace, and human-machine interactions. IEA/AIE
2019 will have a special focus on automated driving and autonomous systems and also contributions dealing with such systems or
their veriﬁcation and validation as well. Techno-Societal 2020 Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Advanced
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Technologies for Societal Applications—Volume 2 Springer Nature This book, divided in two volumes, originates from TechnoSocietal 2020: the 3rd International Conference on Advanced Technologies for Societal Applications, Maharashtra, India, that brings
together faculty members of various engineering colleges to solve Indian regional relevant problems under the guidance of eminent
researchers from various reputed organizations. The focus of this volume is on technologies that help develop and improve society, in
particular on issues such as advanced and sustainable technologies for manufacturing processes, environment, livelihood, rural
employment, agriculture, energy, transport, sanitation, water, education. This conference aims to help innovators to share their best
practices or products developed to solve speciﬁc local problems which in turn may help the other researchers to take inspiration to
solve problems in their region. On the other hand, technologies proposed by expert researchers may ﬁnd applications in diﬀerent
regions. This oﬀers a multidisciplinary platform for researchers from a broad range of disciplines of Science, Engineering and
Technology for reporting innovations at diﬀerent levels.
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